1

Last year we spent a lot of time talking about how linear television brands can stay
relevant in an on demand world. That’s more important than ever.

2

As we all know, traditional television viewership has declined dramatically over the
past year. According to Accenture there has been an 11% drop in the US and a
13% drop worldwide. But ironically, the consumption of video is bigger than ever.
Why? We crossed the Rubicon.

3

In Q1 of 2015, Comcast, the largest cable operator in the US, for the first time, had
more high speed Internet customers than video customers.

4

Spending on movie downloads and video streaming subscriptions in the U.S. will
surpass purchases and rentals of DVDs for the first time this year. By 2017, the
revenue will reach $12 billion, at which point it will exceed the U.S. film box oﬃce.
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5

And according to the results of a new survey from Deloitte, US consumers are more
inclined to stream entertainment from an Internet service than tune in to live TV.
Wow. 53% stream TV shows on a monthly basis, compared with 45% who prefer
to watch TV programs live.

6

Video streaming services such as Netflix, Amazon and Hulu have overtaken live
programming as the viewing method of choice.

7

42% of US homes now have access to subscription based video on demand
services.

8

36% of homes have Netflix.
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Entertainment Choices

9

13% have Amazon.

10

6.5% have Hulu.

11

And interestingly, SVOD homes watch almost one hour more of TV per day than
traditional cable TV households.
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13

Alan Wurtzel at NBCU has said, “The change in behavior is stunning. The use of
streaming and smartphones just year on year is double digit increases. I’ve never
seen that kind of change in behavior.” And you know, research guys don’t usually
get that excited. So who’s responsible for this crazy growth of streaming services?
Oh, I don’t know. Maybe, us?

14

(Streaming services montage)
We use our promotion of our shows to send our viewers to their sites.
Not that those services haven’t been doing a good job on their own.

15

For example, besides promoting its original series, Hulu promotes new seasons,
last season, and past seasons.
(Hulu)

16

Netflix promotes 17 original series now, but as we saw last year, they also know
how to build a brand, and still take time out to have some fun. Here’s a parody
they ran coinciding with the launch of the Apple Watch on April Fools Day.
(Netflix Watch)

”The change in behavior is stunning.
The use of streaming and smartphones
just year-on-year is double digit increases.
I’ve never seen that kind of change in behavior.”
Alan Wurtzel
President
Research and Media Development
NBC Universal
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17

Amazon promotes… well everything.
(Amazon Prime)
And remember, all these spots are running on our air. So how does this model
work?

18

As re/code pointed out, we sell Netflix our old shows to grow their business, which
eats into ours.

19

Then Netflix uses that money to make new shows of their own—which eat into our
business some more.
It’s a virtuous cycle for Netflix. A vicious one for us.

20

And to give you an idea of how well it’s working, Netflix has 41.3 million
subscribers. All the Pay TV players combined have 95.2 million. And that’s just
Netflix—one service.
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Average Monthly Cost
$65.00

21

Plus, the average cost for basic cable is 40% more than the cost of Netflix plus
Hulu plus Amazon plus HBO Now.

22

So it’s not surprising that the number of cord cutters, people who unsubscribe from
cable, and cord-nevers, those who choose to get television from other than pay tv
providers, accelerated in the first quarter of this year. It’s the fastest rate of decline
on record.

23

Cablevision, the 5th largest cable provider in the country, is oﬀering “cord cutter”
packages consisting of a high speed data connection and a digital antenna to pick
up local broadcast channels. No cable channels are included.

24

Dish Network’s Sling oﬀers a “skinny bundle” of fewer channels, marketed with the
message, “take back TV.” And Verizon Fios oﬀers to “mix and match” your
channels for you.
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(Verizon Fios)
How will all this aﬀect us? I think it already has.

26

We saw massive layoﬀs at Turner this last year. 10% of the staﬀ worldwide.

27

As well as Viacom.

28

And upfront dollars are predicted to drop 7% this year.
So what are we going to do about it?
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Connective
Navigational
Brand

29

Last year I said we need to make sure our linear brands work as on-demand
brands by becoming curatorial brands. A filter to help viewers make programming
choices. And I still believe that. But let’s take a look a closer look at the
competition.

30

These are not curatorial brands.

31

In fact, they remind me of the earliest days of television. When there were only
three networks. And those networks, by necessity, tried to be all things to all
viewers. Now, of course, that all changed with the rise of cable networks.

32

Netflix’s CEO, Reed Hastings, has pointed out that in the cable landscape,
“Television networks needed to stand for something to carve out an audience,
whereas the Internet allows brands to mean diﬀerent things to diﬀerent people
because the service can be personalized for individual viewers. For a conservative
Christian family, Netflix can stand for wholesome entertainment, and, for a 20-yearold New York college student, it can be much more on the edge.”

Endemic
Curatorial
Brand
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things to different people because the service
can be personalized for individual viewers.”
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“We want…Netflix…original content to be as broad as the human experience.”
Can any of our linear brands do that? Could any of the original broadcasters be
that? CBS has announced plans for an SVOD service, but to my mind only HBO is
in a position to compete in that arena.

34

According to Amobee Brand Intelligence, HBO consumption increased 85% once
the network announced it would debut its HBO Now SVOD stand alone service.
HBO’s CEO has called it a “Millennial Missile” targeting young people who have
never subscribed to cable, but do turn to streaming services—legally and illegally.

35

(HBO Now)
That spot immediately went viral reaching its intended audience, millennials. And
that takes us back to one of our linear problems.

36

In 2011, 21.7 million young adults tuned in to their TV sets. By January 2015, that
figure had fallen to 17.8 million. 20% fewer young adults are watching their TV sets
in primetime than four years ago.

”We want to be as broad
as the human experience.”
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Shared Online Promo

37

But an interesting study came out a couple of months ago. According to Unruly TV,
80% of Millennials will watch a TV show after watching a promo shared with them
online. Not on-air, but online. Promos presumably like that HBO Now spot.

38

But ironically, millennials are 10% less likely to share TV promo content. So how do
we make our promos more shareable to millennial viewers? MTV did a pretty good
job a couple of weeks ago with their Killer Party spot for Scream, the TV series,
featuring every star from their primetime line-up.

39

(MTV Killer Party)
Within 3 days, Killer Party received 4.2 million views (about 6 views per second)
and nearly 30,000 Facebook shares. The first 1million came within 60 minutes of
release. The Scream Facebook page quadrupled, and the Scream Twitter account
nearly doubled. OK, so we know we need to make our promos more shareable to
bring millennials to the table. But let’s go back to our original problem. If our table
keeps shrinking with the rise of skinny bundles and cord cutter packages, how do
we stay on the table to begin with?

40

Last year, Nielsen came out with an interesting study. In 2008 the average US
home received 129 channels. By 2013 the average was 189. But despite this
increase, consumers consistently tuned in to an average of 17 channels. That’s the
paradox of overchoice. Viewers revert to the channels and shows they are familiar
with. And that’s a problem because choice keeps growing.
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Scripted Programming

41

Let’s just look at scripted programming. In 2004 there were 45 scripted prime time
and late-night series on basic and pay cable. Last year, there were 199. Adding
broadcast networks and streaming services such as Netflix, by 2014 there were a
total of 352 scripted series.

42

As John Landgraf has pointed out. There are just too many channels, too many
shows.

43

So our question, in the linear world at least, is with too many choices how do we
make sure we’re one of the Nielsen 17 for as many viewers as possible? Well, for
those audiences where you are not one of their 17 choices, you have to supplant at
least one of your competitors. You have to steal their viewers away. And we’re
already seeing that happening.

44

Many of you here are subscribers to a new service I started this year, CMO
Intelligence. We track the on-air marketing of more than a dozen general
entertainment cable networks. One of our big surprises when we got back our first
round of data was the growth of cross channel promotion.
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Cross Channel Promotion
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45

I’ve always been a big believer in cross channel.
We know promos are the most eﬀective and eﬃcient marketing tool we have. They
allow viewers to try on or sample a show, they’re highly targeted, speaking to a predisposed audience, they have the power of both recency and proximity, and we
control their schedule. A well placed cross channel promo takes all those strengths
and allows you to preach outside the choir.
Some networks groups have done it brilliantly—moving their audiences from one
sister channel to another. We’ll talk about that more in a minute.

46

But my big surprise was the rise of competitive cross promotion, both in the
national break and in the local avails. This, coupled with the drop in ratings, a surge
of ADUs, and tremendous pressure on ad sales to hit its numbers, has created
what I think may be one of the most calamitous situations we’ve ever faced.
Earlier I suggested sharing airtime with streaming services like Netflix, Amazon, and
Hulu was a problem. One pundit likened it to inviting termites into your house to
gnaw on its innards.

47

But in our studies we found a bigger problem. A couple of the most iconic cable
networks we tracked actually aired more promos for their competitors' shows than
they did for their own.

48

Not too long ago, networks wouldn’t sell air time to the competition. In fact,
networks wouldn’t even accept commercials that featured actors from competing
networks. NBC refused a Cadillac spot starring Dennis Franz from ABC’s NYPD
Blues because he was playing a cop writing a parking ticket. And competitive
networks thought this Pepsi spot with Robert Stack was too close to the show he
hosted, Unsolved Mysteries.
(Pepsi Club)
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Obviously, things have changed.

50

If you were watching TNT in primetime during the month of April, only 28% of the
promos you saw were for TNT shows. 26% of the promos were paid or bartered
spots in the national break for 9 diﬀerent networks promoting 11 diﬀerent shows.
We record our local avails from the Dish network feed, so this number will change
based on the MVPD provider, but on Dish, 41% of the promos viewers saw in the
local avail were promoting 12 shows from 12 other networks. And finally, 5% of the
promos viewers saw were for shows on CNN and TBS.

51

In all, 23 diﬀerent networks were selling shows on TNT in primetime in April.
How many are selling shows on your network? Do you know? We do. And it’s a
lot.

52

Back in February we found a similar problem at Comedy Central. Only 37% of the
promos viewers saw on Comedy Central were for Comedy Central. The other
63%, whether in the national break or local avail, were for 18 other competitive
shows and services, and none of that was internal cross promotion. It all came
from the outside.
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Think about it. These networks are using more of their air time to send people
away from their channel than they are convincing them to stay or return to their
channel, plus they’re often using their own spots to promote streaming services. I
realize that short term, selling your air keeps the revenue coming in, and ad sales
has to hit those numbers. But the long term downside is potentially, and I believe
in a few cases, already is, devastating. We even found one channel that actually
sold their A position, the most coveted place to schedule a promo, to to their
competition.

54

And what kind of spots are we seeing? Some networks won’t allow promos with
time and date navigation—“Check you local listings.” But that’s changing. We
found NBC to be the most aggressive purchaser and navigator of national cross
channel. Here’s a spot we tracked in February.

55

(NBC Blacklist) Tonight. At 9. That’s a full thirty second episodic promo with
immediate navigation. NBC also ran day of the week and tomorrow spots for
Blacklist and several other primetime shows. And, again, it’s a full 30. Some
networks are lucky to get a ten second episodic on their own air.

56

Here’s a spot that ABC ran in the national break of Bravo on a Thursday night.
(ABC TGIT) “Watch the best and DVR the rest.” In other words, record what you’re
watching on Bravo right now and switch to ABC and watch live. Pretty smart.
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57

On the local side, here’s an interesting strategy from Nat Geo Wild. This spot ran in
the 8pm hour on several competing networks. (Nat Geo Wild Aloha Vet) “Next at 9
on Nat Geo Wild” and here’s the channel number.

58

And at 9 o’clock they ran the same spot with this tag.
(Nat Geo Wild Aloha Vet)

59

And notice, they identify not just the show but the network at the head and tail of
the spot. They’re very careful to let viewers know that this is another show on
another channel. Plus it starts now, and once again, here’s the channel number.
Brilliant for Nat Geo Wild. Not so good for the host network.

60

So what are we to make of this? I’m of two minds here. One, if I’m the host
network, I should be scared shitless. I’m being eaten alive. But if I am the
predatory network, I’m Hannibal Lector, and looking for a nice chianti to serve
alongside my helping of your audience. Here’s the reality. Competitive cross
channel promotion is still the best opportunity you have to convert viewers and
insure your place as one of the Nielsen 17. But you can also use it to protect
yourself and your own.

NGW Aloha Vets Next
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Cross Channel Promotion

61

Back in 2011, I did a competitive analysis of cross promotion. My client had me
look at diﬀerent sister network pairs. Most of the networks dedicated a small
percentage of their promo time to their sister networks. Except one. TBS. We
looked at the amount of promos on TBS in each daypart over a 4 week period.
Then we added in the number of cross channel promos for TNT. It turned out that
66% of all the promos on TBS were promoting content on TNT. At first, we thought,
“this has to be a statistical error.” But we verified the numbers and looked at the
context.

62

This was June and TNT was getting ready to launch a new slate of shows and
seasons. They were taking the strength of their two general entertainment
networks to push their audiences to just one. I thought it was a pretty smart and
gutsy idea. Interestingly, even with all this weight, it didn’t seem to work. How do I
know? Because they didn’t do it the next year. If you want to know what’s working
or not working for your competitors, and you don’t have a spy at the channel, try
some empiricism. If they do something new and they keep doing it, chances are it
is working. If they try something new and then stop, it’s fair to assume it didn’t.

63

Now, Turner had tried this before with the introduction of Conan. Conan spots
were all over all the Turner nets. And that time it did seem to work. So what was
the diﬀerence? My theory, and it’s just a theory, is that pushing drama viewers to
comedy is a lot easier than pushing comedy viewers to drama.

64

If I’m a comedy viewer, I probably came here for some mindless escape. A dark,
heavy drama is not on my radar. But if I’m watching a drama channel, at a certain
point I’m probably going to need a light hearted break. One is pushing the audience
uphill, the other down hill.
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65

It’s pretty basic. And the number one rule for promotion. Promote the right content
to right audience in the right environment at the right time.

66

NBC Universal has been particularly good at that. In 2013, in the wake of the
NBCU Comcast merger, they created Symphony, an internal initiative to find
creative, technological and strategic opportunities between Comcast and NBCU’s
portfolio: the broadcast and cable networks, Universal studio, the theme parks,
television production operations and the stations group. Symphony seems to
includes everything from sharing content across channels…

67

(Barclay’s Premiere League) 10 Networks. One Studio. All in 15 seconds.

68

To unique brand integrations… (USA Covert Aﬀairs Xfinity Integration)
Xfinity, of course, being Comcast’s high speed Internet service.

The Right Content
to the

Right Audience
in the

Right Environment
at the

Right Time
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Tying multiple franchises together…
(USA Fast 5/Dig/Furious 7 Integration)
So you’ve got USA playing a movie from the Furious franchise, with the stars of the
movie hosting and promoting Furious 7, and an exclusive hosted sneak peek in the
premiere of the biggest promotable in USA’s history. How’d that work out?

70

The film grossed nearly $400 million worldwide in its first five days of release,
making it the second-biggest opening of all time. Of course a 60 second spot in
NBC’s telecast of the Superbowl, the most watched program in American television
history, didn’t hurt.

71

(NBC Furious Superbowl)

72

But back to TV, it was really fascinating to see how E! Entertainment Television
introduced its first scripted show, The Royals. Of course there were promos all
over E!

USA Fast 5 Furious 7 Dig

2nd Biggest Opening
of All Time

Furious 7 Superbowl
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(E! The Royals)

74

But the use of cross channel, targeted to the individual channel and its unique
brand personality and demo, was particularly impressive. There was the Real
Wives tie-in on Bravo…
(RHBH The Royals)

75

Hosted interstitials on USA…
(USA The Royals)

76

Syfy joined in with its own extra-terrestrial royalty.
(Syfy The Royals)

E! The Royals

Bravo The Royals Integration

USA The Royals Integration

Syfy The Royals Integration
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And Esquire came up with its own rule book.
(Esquire The Royals)

78

The “Royals” opened to an average of 2.19 million viewers. And excluding spinoﬀs, the series ranks as the top new scripted series in cable for the year.

79

But it wasn't just cross channel spots. E! also placed cross channel secondary
events on its sister channels. For example, on Bravo…
(Bravo The Royals Secondary Event)

80

And on USA. (USA The Royals Secondary Event)

Esquire The Royals Integration

E! The Royals Secondary

E! The Royals Secondary
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81

That’s something we’ve been seeing more and more of. Certainly on NBCU
channels. For example, when USA launched Dig.

82

But we’ve also been seeing it on the A+E Networks. You’ve got Lifetime promoting
to A&E.

83

A&E promoting to History.

84

And History promoting back to Lifetime.
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I consider this a walled garden viewing strategy. Using internal cross promotion to
keep your audience within your portfolio of channels. It’s the new “family viewing”
strategy. Keeping your viewers in your family of networks. Probably no one does
that better than FX Networks. Here’s a vertical brand spot—comedy—promoting
horizontally across their collection of channels.

86

(FX Networks Brand)
With the launch of FXX last year, FX Networks inaugurated a walled garden strategy
to connect FX, FXX, FXM and FX Now. For example, the three channels and its
OTT service often share promo end-pages.

87

(FX Networks End Pages)

88

(FXX End Page)

Walled Garden
Viewing Strategy
leehuntLLC
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They all live under the same positioning tag line, Fearless, and work hard to drive
sampling across the four services.

90

We calculated an average of 10-15% of FX’s promo inventory is used to crosspromote programming on the other FX Networks including FX Now.

91

(FX Now)

92

Other portfolio groups also promote the sum of their parts.
(DCI Brand)

15%

DCI Brand
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In fact, Discovery has even figured out how to turn the sum of the parts into a
whole integration.
(DCI Princess Integration)

94

Overall, I believe cross channel promotion will continue to be the most powerful
tool for driving awareness and sampling of our linear channels. However, as we’ve
seen, we need to be cognizant of how much of our inventory is being sacrificed—
either by our ad sales departments, our local aﬃliates, and our sister channels. My
advice, start paying attention to your own air!

95

We’re already near then end, so now it’s time for the second annual Stickiest
Promos of the Year awards. You may remember from last year, we look for the
stickiest promos on TV—the spots that retain the greatest percentage of audience
coming out of content.

96

Working with second by second ratings from TRA Global that include TiVo boxes
and Charter set top boxes we looked at an entire year’s worth of promos from 73
broadcast and cable networks in a daily rotating sample of 350,000 US
households. To determine the stickiest promos, we only looked at spots that aired
in that valuable “A” position of a break. We didn’t want commercial erosion to
impact the results. We wanted to see which network’s promos retained the most
audience going directly from content to promo.

DCI Princess Cruise
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We set a threshold of a 1 rating to make sure we had a representative sample. And
we eliminated live sports programming because of the diﬀerence in viewer
behavior. We have five top spots this year. All held a solid percentage of viewers
coming out of content and into the break.
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First up, an episodic for ABC’s Forever, which unfortunately will not be returning for
a second season. At least you can’t blame it on promo! The spot ran on October
28, 2014 inside Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.
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(ABC Forever)
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Next we have History’s Memorial Day special event, Texas Rising. This spot aired
on February 19, 2015 inside Vikings, and was the first promo in the campaign.
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(History Texas Rising)
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Here’s a slightly unusual one. It’s a spot for “Watch What Happens Live/People’s
Couch,” a show about other shows on Bravo. This one ran on Nov 11, 2014 inside
The Real Housewives of New Jersey.
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(Bravo WWHL)
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Next up was Discovery Channel. This promo aired during the July 13 episode of
Naked and Afraid. A spot for Shark Week with Rob Lowe.

ABCF Twisted

Bravo People’s Couch
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(DSC Shark Week)
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And finally Comedy Central. This one is not too surprising. The Roast of Justin
Bieber special. It aired inside Tosh.0 on Feb 17, 2015.
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(CC Justin Bieber)
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And finally, we have an outlier. Part of our criteria was that spots had to air in an
internal break. But the promo with the highest retention actually aired in a squeeze
or in this case embedded credits. It was for America’s Got Talent and aired in the
credits of The 2014 Miss USA Competition on June 8, 2014.

Discovery Shark Week
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(NBC America’s Got Talent)
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And finally, it’s time to announce the Stickiest Network of the Year Award. Once
again we measured this 10 diﬀerent ways trying to see if one network had more
sticky promos by every available criteria. And once again one network kept rising
to the top in every scenario. For the second year in a row the stickiest network of
the year is Comedy Central! They may not have a lot of promos, but their viewers
sure like the ones they have!
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(CC Montage)
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Thanks again for spending the afternoon with me. And as always, you can find a
pdf copy of this presentation with embedded video at my website. Enjoy the rest
of the conference.
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